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Virus attacks CUNY PagelS 
THE BRIDGE 
STUDENT N EWSPAPER 
IS LOOKING FOR 
TALENTED WRITERS 
AND ARTISTS. 
EVERYONE )S WELCOME 
TO ATTEND A MEETING. 
M EETINGS ARE IN 
M159 WEDNESDAYS 
@2: 1 5PM. 
SEE YOU THEN! 
I STUDENT NEWSPAPER 
Clinton and Ferrer at LaG 
By Edward Gordon and Annais Morales 
Writer and Co-Editor 
The Little Theatre in LaGuardia Community 
College in Queens was the stage for a big event on 
Friday, Sept. 16 as New York State Senators Charles 
Schumer and Hillary Clinton formally endorsed 
former Bronx Borough President Fernando Ferrer for 
mayor of city of New York. 
Faculty, students , local politicians, the 
press and others eagerly awaited the arrival of these 
prom.inent political figures to LaGuardia and the 
auditorium buzzed with anticipation as the excited 
crowd filled the small venue that usually hosts student 
theatre productions or regional events showcasing 
local artists. CUNY security staff controlled the 
growing masses outside the theatre, while inside 
Secret Service agents and police officers roamed 
the auditorium as news cameras and photographers 
lined the back of the house. "Celebration" and "Cup 
of Life" boomed from the loudspeakers, heating up 
the crowd and giving a festive atmosphere at what 
promised to be a memorable occasion. 
After a momentary delay, a hush fell over 
the crowd, as things finally got under way. Dr. Gail 
Mellow, president of LaGuardia Community College 
was the first presenter and welcomed the capacity 
crowd while noting that the student population of 
Cont'd on Page 7 
CUNY and LAG catch a cold 
By Annais Morales 
Co-Editor 
On Friday, Sept. 30, LaGuardia 
Community College suffered a Denial of Service 
Attack on its computers all throughout campus, only 
a week after the social security numbers and other 
personal information of hundreds of students and 
staff members from Hunter and Queens colleges 
were leaked onto the internet and were only a 
double-click away from identity thieves. Students 
could not access the Internet from early Friday 
morning to Saturday afternoon. 
According to CERT (cert.org) 
Coordination Center's website, a Denial of Service 
Attack (DoSA) is characterized by an explicit 
attempt by attackers to prevent legitimate users of 
a service from using that service. It involves an 
attempt to "flood" a network , thereby preventing 
legitimate network traffic. Ted Dec. Director of 
Network here at LaGuardia, likened it to 2 ,000 
people trying to get out one door." They cannot get 
out. The door is only for ten people." Mr. Dec said 
that he and a few CUNY technical officials spent 
all day Friday and Saturday trying to correct the 
problem. "We had to turn it [Internet] back on floor 
by floor to isolate the problem." 
When asked if this attack was done on 
purpose Mr. Dec said, "Whenever someone spreads 
a virus , they don't have good intentions . It is hard 
to catch [virus] in terms of you may have all of 
this protection but, it can still happen. Viruses are 
getting very sophisticated. Someone may down-
Cont'd on Page 15 
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Culture in America: melting pot or soup of lies? 
By Edward Ceo know what you're saying," while others exclaim, customers feel like they are in Turkey. This is even 
Managing Editor "Sure you can wear your pretty Indian garments to more outlined with the little people with pointy shoes 
What is culture and how does it define us my birthday party. I love spicy food, those curries are that are considered exotic by a lot of Americans. 
as human beings? Why does a person pretend to absolutely divine:" Then there are Japanese dojo style' 
vomit when another person tells him or her about Our country takes pride in being a melting restaurants with floor tables, barefooted waitresses 
the curried fried rat he or she had the previous night pot. We are supposed to be the world's unifying dressed in kimonos and bamboos gracirig every 
for dinner? How come when a friend tells them force. We're made up of many cultures, so we are corner. They all ,show how we are to other cultures. 
about their arranged marriage, people get defensive supposed to be accepting of them all. Our view of That is just the point. American culture 
and start with a series of "Aw, that's a shame?" what is authentic culture is so jaded by our belief is, in my own definition, a culture filled with 
Does it ever occur that without our that we are accepting at all. Take the food for ethnocentrisms. We take pride in how different we 
distinctive cultures, we would not be defined example. A lot of so-called international restaurants are but we still have time to be judgmental. We 
as individuals, but rather as a group of similar serve food that is considered child's play to what tolerate Little ltalies, Chinatowns, "Little Indias," 
creatures, with all of our driving forces the same? the nationalities that the recipes were borrowed yet we remind them regularly not to bring their 
We would probably all drive the same vehicle, eat from eat at home. Pizza, a great Italian-American weird habits over here. "It's not right to marry your 
the same foods, attend the same schools, buy the pastime, isn't even Italian. Out of tens of thousands daughters off so young," "Don't name your kids 
same clothing, and have similar social events. There of pizzerias in this country, only handfuls have been names we can't pronounce," "Look at his darling 
would be nothing but our levels of intelligence approved by the official Italian "pizza police" as chioky eyes," "Of course mommy will get you a 
and maybe not even that, to separate us from one authentic Italian pizza. Immigrant entrepreneurs pretty little sari," "Sure, all of my friends are from 
another. have gone to many lengths to please the American different countries." That's exactly what we are. 
Culture is defined as the knowledge, population. There are elegant restaurants that One big country full of love and pure joy. Here's to 
language, values, customs, and material objects decorate their interior with lavish throw pillows America and its acceptance and tolerance of cultures 
that are passed down from person to person and and Afghans, have belly-dancing music in the different from its own. _ 
one generation to the next in a human group or background, and grace their walls with pictures Excerpts and terms from "s'')cioiogy in Our TImes" 
society. Culture shock can be described as the of palaces, creating a wonderful ambience. The by Diana Kendal 
feeling a person gets when they meet someone that's .-_______ --.:. _____________________ -' _________ _ 
~~~~~:~~::~:~:~:m~;n;~~:·;~:~:::m Peopl~'s trust: has it been' broken? 
is better than other cultures. Both terms can be tied By Ginger Albertson question: for whom is this Administration working? 
together in a sense. A person who is not accepting Photo Editor This accusation has been corroborated by 
another's culture can be considered ethnocentric. The greatest political concern we have to Leon G. Billings, President of the Clean Air Trust, a 
Many consider the United States to be face as a country is the distrust that has developed non-profit organization created to educate the public 
a country driven by ethnocentrism. Our culture in the public during the Bush Administration. It and policy makers on the Clean Air Act, and one of 
suggests that arranged marriages are barbaric, 14- would be simplistic to say the debacle of the 2000 the principle people who drafted the Clean Air Act. He 
year-olds should be allowed to date, having more presidential election or even the pre-emptive war in testified before the Democratic Platform Committee 
than one wife or husband is unethical and, in most Iraq was responsible for damaging 48% of Americans' that Bush "appointed a mining industry special 
cases, unlawful and eating insects is absolutely trust in the Bush Administration. It goes much deeper interest lobbyist, Steven Griles, to the number two 
disgusting, et cetera... than that, extending into the field of science, long job in the Department of the Interior ... even allowing 
Does it ever occur that no other people known for its neutral position on politics. In fact, it is him to continue to draw compensation from his prior 
know you better in this world than your parents, and the distrust and anger of this traditionally conservative employers after he was confirmed." To the public, this 
your best interests are, after all, their best interest? group which really demonstrates that the public's trust could appear to be an example of conflict of interest at 
Maybe they will be the best people for finding in the current administration has been deeply damaged best and pandering to big business at worst. 
you the best marriage candidate. Allowing young and will be difficult to restore. While the issue of Mr. Bush's 
"adults" to date and experience a bit of adulthood 
will lead them to want to grow up and possibly 
engage in sexual activities at an accelerated pace. 
In many cultures and religions, the first 
wife must be asked for permission to gain a second, 
or possibly even more wives. They are not for the 
purpose of satisfying the "insatiable" man sexually, 
as many put it, but rather for pride of property and 
even company. 
Chicken was at one point considered 
absolutely disgusting before people realized that 
a little bit of salt and some fire would do it great 
justice. 
Why is it that we are so accepting of some 
components of culture and yet unaccepting of many 
other parts of it? Some people say, "It's OK to speak 
a different language but not in front of me if I don't 
2 
The Union of Concerned Scientists, a 
non-profit group of citizens and scientists created 
to combat the misuse of technology and science in 
society stated on their website that, "[o]n February 
18,2004 over 60 leading scientists - Nobel laureates, 
leading medical experts, former federal agency 
directors, and university chairs signed a statement 
voicing their concern over the misuse of science by 
the Bush Administration." In it they said that the 
White House pressured the Environmental Protection 
Agency to change a major report dealing with human 
impact on climate change. They also stated that the 
administration "manipulated the process through 
which science enters into its decisions ... by placing 
people who are professionally unqualified or who 
have clear conflicts of interest in official posts and 
on scientific advisory committees." This raises the 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College-CUNY 
mismanagement of scientific policy has been covered 
by reputable media organizations such as the New 
York Times and Washington Post, local news 
organizations have hardly mentioned them at all, thus 
causing a large portion of the American public to 
remain ignorant and therefore inactive when it comes 
to confronting Bush about our science community's 
perception that he is abusing his presidential powers. 
The only way to repair the public's trust in 
our president is best explained by quoting the Union 
of Concerning Scientists statement, 
" ... to restore scientific integrity in the formation and 
implementation of public policy, we can all on our 
colleagues to ... request that the government return 
to the ethic and code of conduct which once fostered 
independent and objective scientific input into policy 
formation ... " _ 
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The Bridge is the student 
newspaper of Laguardia Community 
College. It is published by an inde-
pendent student staff and financed 
Student Activities Funds. Opinions 
expressed in the paper are not nec-
essarily those of the college admin-
istration, faculty, student body or the 
,cn:>lngr staff. 
The Bridge is not responsible 
r unsolicited materials and all mate-
rial is subject to editing. Entire con-
nts are copyrighted by The Bridge. 
II rights reserved. No part of this 
paper may be reproduced without 
publisher's written permission. 
The Bridge office is located in 
room M-159, at: 
LaGuardia Community College 
31-10 Thomson Avenue 
Long Island City, NY 11101 
Tel: (718) 482-5189 
Fax: (718) 609-2081 
NOTE: This edition of The Bridge has been 
and developed by Annais Morales 
Alex Sidorov, who are now co-editors 
and are responsible for this edition. The new 
staff will be listed in the next issue. 
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OPINJION§ 
Protesting: a reflectiqn 
By Caitlin Lemmo 
General Assignment Writer 
To some people, protesting is Considered 
unpatriotic. La~ly, to me, it seems like a way of life. 
I've been to two different protests in two different 
states, New York and Wash-
ington, D.C. I personally do 
it because I believe the way 
the government is headed is 
wrong and I feel that I love my 
country enough to get out there 
and try to make a difference. I 
have several problems with the 
current administration. First, 
I believe we are at war under 
false pretenses. I don't agree 
that my friends and your friends 
should be in Iraq doing Bush's 
dirty work. Secondly, I believe 
Bush is out to wage a war on 
women. Iraq is not the only war 
going on - he systematically is 
weeding out women's rights . 
Rights that we have worked so 
hard to attain, he is just delimit-
ing. You may not agree with 
pro-choice or pro-life but that's 
still a woman's decision. If all 
goes to the President's plan, 
that choice will no longer be available. It scares me 
that I may sooner rather than later lose control of my 
body. 
I protest 
to get others to see 
that not all is right 
with the world. 
The worl9 looks at 
America and thinks 
everyone backs 
Bush. I can assure 
them, not everyone 
does. I'm out to 
charge the world's 
opinions. 
The first 
protest I went to 
was in the heart of 
Times Square. We 
marched where nor-
mally "Total Request Live" kids stand, we-marched . 
As we circled the little island, on a much bigger island, 
we were confronted with several unhappy New York-
ers. Some insisted on yelling, "Stupid hippies!" and, 
"Take down those signs!" Personally, I was otlended 
but, it's not about me, it's about a much greater issue. 
It didn't seem to faze theJother marchers, who just con-
tinued going on and mru!t have been used to this kid 
of ridicule. Carrying black draped cardboard coffins, 
holding picket signs and holding up banners we started 
to chant and bring more attention to ourselves. If that 
wasn't enough, a huge eagle 
emerged on silts holding a 
sign around its neck telling 
people how many Iraqis have 
died since the start of the war. 
I was very proud of this event. 
It drew massive amounts of 
attention from onlookers who 
stood on adjacent sidewalks. 
Several television stations 
were there, so we got some 
media coverage. 
The march in Washing-
ton, D.C. covered the same 
ground. People gathered from 
all around the country to talk 
politics, mostly about the 
unfair wcutin Iraq and how 
millions of jobs that have 
been lost Under the Bush ad-
ministration. Several banners 
displayed messages spanning 
from, "When the troops come 
home, support them with 
fair pay, housing and health car," to, "Bush will draft 
students." 
Down in D.C. it is very remote and isolated 
so when me and 
my friend went 
to look for some 
food we had to 
walk down the 
block. As we 
were walking, 
several secu-
rity guards started 
yelling at us. I 
yelled back curs-
ing at them, but it 
didn't stop them. 
Wbenyou go 
to protests there 
is always mixed 
feelings. Many 
people cheered us on, while others felt like yelling 
at us. Both are entitled to their beliefs . The choice is 
yours . If you want to get involved in protests there are 
many ditlerent organizations that tell you what is going 
on: moveon.org, now.org, notinoutname.org, 
refuseandresist.org are some just to name a few._ 
f you wish to comment on any of the articles in this editon of The Bridge or have articles to sub-
it yourself, you can e-mail themtothebridge@lagcc.cuny.edu.bring them to the Student Life 
ffice in Room M-115 ask for The Brid e mailbox or to The Brid e Office Room M-159 . 
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Enrollment Service Center open for business 
By Edward Cen 
Managing Editor 
It is often the case that a LaGuardia 
student experiences anxiety, and frustration when 
attempting to resolve an administrative issue . 
Whether it is attempting to obtain an official 
copy of a transcript, withdrawing from a class 
or getting a concrete answer to a basic question 
- many students complain that the answers they 
get vary from staff person to staff person and a 
majority say they are fed up with the running 
around. 
Much of the frustration that students 
face is due to the fact that although many of the 
school offices complement each other in many 
adminis trative processes, they are inconveni~ntly 
located in different buildings, leaving students 
with little to no option but to squeeze time out 
of their already busy schedule. For instance, 
last semester, in order to personally request a 
copy of an official transcript , the process obliges 
students to first pick up a transcript request form 
at the old Registrar's office, which used to be 
located in E-242 , then walk dow'n and over to the 
old Bursar office in MB-55 to pay their $4 fee. 
Finally, they must return again to the Registrar 
office with the receipt and completed request 
form . This is an example of the type of process 
that has driven students to much frustration. 
Now it seems as if the complaints that 
students have made were actually have been 
noted. On June 6 , 2005 in a point to address 
this on going problem , LaGuardia Community 
College opened the Enrollment Service Center. 
"This innovative 22,000 square foot center," 
Student News said. "is designed as a . .. model for . 
the delivery of more student-friendly enrollment 
services." After many years of planning and 
approxi mately $2.5 million , a figure given by 
Dean Buckley from the administrative division , 
the Enrollment Service Center, which serves as 
a "one-s top center," is open to all students at 
LaGuardia. 
Director of Educational Planning 
Services, Robert Park, says that the Enrollment 
Service Center (ESC), located on the first floor 
of the C building , was "envisioned to merge 
primary student offices such as Registrar, 
Financial Aid, and Educational Planning" 
purposely "putting these services in one area to 
avoid the run around" that students often face 
today. 
Students can now refer to the Enrollment 
Service Center for a variety of administrative 
issues, ranging from academic advisement , 
speaking to a representative from Registrar, 
Financial Aid , testing office, and many more 
to come. The administration at LaGuardia is 
trying to bring a satellite office of the Bursar 
department to the service center in order for 
students to be able to request a transcript from 
Registrar office and actually pay - if need be 
- the Bursar office, all in the same location. Mr. 
Park says that besides having "the advantage ... 
4 
[of a] collective area, students can now receive 
clear information, in a main area that is very 
accessible ... with no appointment needed ." 
Addressing the point that students 
schedules many times conflict with early office 
hours, the Enrollment Service Center is open 
until late evening. The hours of the ESC are: 
!Monday through Thursday 9:00am to 7:30pm 
!Friday 9:00am- 5:00pm 
~aturday 9:00am-3:00pm 
Mr. Park describes the center as . 
being divided by groups of "generalists and 
specialists." The Generalists, of which he is in 
charge of, consists of Educational Planners who 
are there to give academic advisement, and also 
by staff that was crossed trained with the purpose 
of being able to accommodate all inquires of 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College-CUNY 
every department. 
The specialists , who are staffed by 
each department, will be there to handle 
any issue in which special attention is 
required. When asked why plans for such 
a center came about , the Vice-President 
of the school, Peter Jordan, stated that , 
"Much support came from the school 
administration and faculty, but the students 
themselves became the real empathies 
for it" with the goal of decreasing "the 
amount of effort students expend in the run 
around" and "reduce student frustration and 
anxiety." 
Besides being a step forward in a 
bettering the enrollment process, the ESC 
seems to have been creatively designed. 
Mr. Jordan encourages students to pass 
by and see how it is here to serve them. He also 
believes that all of this will help support students 
better. _ 
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LaGuardia battles rodent population 
By Walter Iwachiw 
General Assignment Writer 
The rats of LaGuardia Community 
College have overstayed their welcome. The 
Administration has ordered that "G.R." be 
removed from the inner courtyards between 
Building E and Building M for apparently 
taking one too many bites out of the LaGuardia 
Apple and living in the generous environment at 
LaGuardia Community College. 
The Genus Rattus ("G.R.") history is one 
of a hardy family Muridea originating in China's 
grasslands , migrating to Europe and crossing the 
Atlantic Ocean to America in 1775. Apparently, 
"G.R." is also the probable vector for the Haunta 
virus move to the Americas. 
The first sign of the administrative 
action was a sign posted on the inner courtyard 
door on or around June 23, 2005 warning that a 
rodenticide was applied and the courtyard was 
closed till June 26,2005 . The first notice was 
replaced by second notice on or about June 26, 
2005, which indicated that the courtyard is closed 
until July 5,20057 a .m., and that the area was 
treated with rodenticide. On July 1,2005, the 
doors were duck taped shut, black baiting boxes 
and wire spring traps are clearly visible, but no rat 
sightings . 
"G.R." has been sighted in the past by 
Dave Wang, a Physical Education student of 
LaGuardia Community College, recalls that the 
rodents have been in the courtyard for some 8 
months and has noticed them especially in the 
evenings while sitting in the cafe side of the 
courtyard. Wang has also seen the species briefly 
entering the building in the early evenings through 
the partially open doors to the courtyard. 
According to Peter Jayasekara of the 
LaGuardia Community College Environmental 
Health and Safety Office the application of 
bromadiolone in the form of a foimulated dry 
bait contained within a black bait boxes began 
on June 20, 2005 and the inner courtyard was to 
be closed for safety reasons while spring traps 
and the black bait boxes were used. On July 5, 
2005 the spring traps were decommissioned but 
the black bait boxes will remain. The College 
has a responsibility to coordinate the application 
of rodenticide with the NYC Department of 
Education according to guidelines promulgated 
under the city wide integrated pest management 
program and endeavors to time the applications at 
all the College buildings to coincide with student 
vacations to minimize accidental exposure . 
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) 
discloses , bromadiolone, as the type of rodenticide 
used. Exposure to bromadiolone during pregnancy 
should be avoided . Anyone can examine the 
MSDS in E-409. 
The product choice of bromadiolone 
. indicates a second generation rodenticide used in 
populations that have built up a resistance to first 
generation rodenticides. The compound listed 
has the same effect on other wildlife should they 
ingest the rodenticide or feed on any carcasses, 
which pose a secondary poisoning effect on prey 
species and scavengers. The emergency treatment 
for exposure is the injection or ingestion of Kl 
vitamins. 
A trade-off exists in the use of 
rodenticide, preventing the spread of Haunta 
Virus, Lyme disease and other Health related 
diseases, versus any possible chemically induced 
health effects caused by accidental exposure to the 
chemical. One of the most significant effects of 
exposure to this class of poisop is the postulated 
-----------------------------------------, effects on developing embryok during early 
LaG students help stOt·l]l VI· ctI· ms pregnancy. Exposure is postu~ated to cause transposition of the great arteries in infants with 
By Sabrina Hartel maternal exposure . 
General Assignment Writer Early studies do not identify any 
particular herbicides or rodenticides nor do they 
"A Dollar Day" were the words that identify any quantity or any particular herbicide or 
echoed the hallways of LaGuardia Community rodenticide product proved to do so. Alternately, 
College on Sept. 29, 2005 by volunteers from the th b . . ttl ' t ov e aSlc non-pOlson ra con ro IS 0 rem e 
LaGuardia Community College Disaster Relief the source of food for the rodents or provide 
Committee who raised $3 ,615 .21 for Hurricane 
Katrina evacuees. 
" Humans are born to 
help each other. 
- Mark Bran, Student , , 
The idea was that every person entering 
the building was to donate one-dollar for the 
Hurricane Katrina Evacuees , said Kazembe 
Batts , LaGuardia Community College Disaster 
Relief Committee coordinator, who led the 
donation relief efforts. 
"Humans are born to help each other," 
said Mark Bran, LaGuardia student. 
The preliminary goal was to initiate 
a "change concept" where people could give 
spare change where there was a high exchange 
of currency like the bookstore , as well as the 
cafeteria. "It was slow implementing , so I took 
the base concept, expanded on it, and made 
it more available . We decided to hit all the 
entrances," according to Batts. 
"Everyone was cooperative . We raised 
VOLUNTEERS LIKE JUSTIN 
Pastor (right) were found all over 
LaGuardia on September 29. Students 
hel ed out b uttin $1 in bottles. 
$3,615 .21 that set a precedent we can build on," 
said Batts. _ 
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acceptable competition or predators. 
Will "G.R." survive the administrations 
order to remove them or are they here to stay? 
Only time will tell . Report any sightings of rats to 
E-409 or the security staff. 
For more information students can start 
an internet search on the key term "Rodenticide" 
which will return many web sites on the subject. _ 
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Early Childhood Learning Center helps LaG students 
By Anny Pichardo 
Executive Editor 
If you are a student-parent who is concerned 
for the safety of your child, then look no further. 
The Early Childhood Learning Center (ECLC) at 
LaGuardia Community College (LaGCC) serves as 
an on-campus childcare program for students . ECLC 
gives student-parent'> the 0PIhlrtunity to attend classes , 
while their children are being cared for. 
In order to be eligible for this program, 
the student-parent must submit an original college 
schedule to confirm that they are registered for classes 
during that current semester. Prior to enrolling the 
child in the program, all paperwork must be presented. 
The program is not free, but it is affordable. 
The fee for pre-school and school aged children is$6-
8 a day and for the toddler program is $8-10 a day. If 
you can't afford the fee, then ECLC offers t\vo grants 
which provide a student-parent the privilege to pay a 
dollar a week no matter how many hours their child is 
in the program. 
To be qualified for the grant, the student-
parent is chosen through income level and family size. 
In other words, the larger the family and the lower the 
income level are, there is an increased chance of being 
chosen for the grant. 
ECLC is broken down into several programs 
to meet the needs of student-parents. One of the 
programs is The Infant Toddler Program, which 
consist of children between the ages of 12 months 
and 2 years 9 months. The program gives the toddlers 
the chance to be in an educative, fun , and nurturing 
environment. Since the toddlers are very young, they 
don't have as much privilege as the rest of the older 
children. However, the staff participates in activities 
that provide demanding and exciting opportunities for 
the children to explore. 
"We really are looking at the development 
of the children and helping them to progress and be 
curious leamers, and really love school, so that when 
they go off to 
kindergarten, 
they really 
have a strong 
foundation 









serves as a 
stimulating, 
and educative 
Laptop use now available in library 
By Annais Morales 
Co-Editor 
The Library Media Resources Center 
at LaGuardia Community College is offering 
free laptop services to students; however, many 
are unaware of thi s advantage. Any registered 
LaGuardia student can visit the media desk at the 
library and ask to borrow a laptop for campus 
and home use for up to three 
days only. 
The service is on 
a "first come - first se rve" 
basis and the laptops are 
equipped with Windows XP, 
Wireless LAN (on-campus 
internet access), Microsoft 
Office applications (Word, 
Excel. Access , Frontpage and 
Powerpoint), Adobe Acrobat 
6.0 Professional. the statistical program SPSS 
amd the graphing program Maple . 
According to the school's website, the 
laptops were funded through a capital grant from 
the Office of the Queens Borough President. 
Abelardo Tamayo , a college assistant at the 
media desk, adds, "They are paid for through the 
library's budget and a new deal with Dell." 
In order to bonow a laptop. you must 
have a Bursar receipt with a $0 balance and 
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an identification card validated for the current 
semester. You will then have to fill out a form 
that asks you for your personal information. 
Once you sign the form , you are agreeing to 
abide by the rules as stated on the form and . 
to abide by the rules and regulations of the 
City University of New York Computer User 
Responsibilities . 
There is a steep late fee - $10 
for every day that it is late . 
If the device is lost, stolen or 
damaged you must pay $2500 , 
which is the cost of the device. 
"We already bad one student 
lose one," says Tamayo. 
When the services were 
first introduced during the 
2004 Spring I semester, there 
were only thirty-four laptops 
available. Due to the high demand sixteen 
more laptops were ordered which brought the 
cunent total to fifty laptops. There is no word on 
whether or not the library will order more laptops 
in order to meet the demand of a college that is 
attended by about 41 ,000 students. 
Tamayo points out that, " It is always the 
same group of students who come to borrow the 
laptops. Once there was a kid who stood here for 
four or fi ve hours waiting for one [laptop]." • 
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opportunity for children ages 2 and LO months to 
5 years to engage in. The children are grouped 
according to their ability levels in which they are 
given the chance to explore, question , socialize, and 
increase their motor development through a means of 
empirical activities. One of the activities the children 
participate in is the free play, where they can play in 
the theatric "dramatic" area. They are also supplied 
with educational toys to play with. Furthermore, the 
children are also provided with a literacy center where 
they can have books to read. Aside from the literacy 
center, the library in the E-building Atrium opened a 
section of books for the children at ECLC. 
"It hasn' t been a collection that has been 
very big. We just kj.nd of revitalized it by bringing in a 
lot of new award-winning books . When students have 
to come in and study, they can have their children 
read, and maybe it will keep them occupied. Also , we 
try to serve everyone on campus, and since there is 
an ECLC, we tried to service them as well," said Jane 
Devine, a librarian at LaGCc. During the red-ribbon 
ceremony, the children were treated with milk and 
cookies to celebrate the new section of award-winning 
children books . 
The children can also participate in exercise 
such as swimming, and free-playing in the gym in 
order to get well coordinat~d with their muscles. 
The swimming lessons art( taught by a licensed 
swimming instructor while a certified lifeguard keeps 
watch. 
A third service ECLC offers is the Extended 
Program, where children ages three to nine are 
provided with educational, and recreational activities. 
This program is to meet the needs· of the student-
parents who attend classes at night. The children are 
also helped with homework that is assigned to them 
from their-school. 
Although ECLC is an extremely secure 
program for children whose parents would like to 
pursue a college degree, it can at times be difficult 
for the young children who suffer from separation 
anxiety. The parents , however, don't need to worry 
because two-parent/child orientation days are held 
before the semester starts , so that parents can interact 
and play with their children in the classroom. The 
parents are given time to make their children adjust to 
the idea that they will only be gone for a few hours, 
but eventually they will come back. 
"The hardest thing is since they're little 
chiLdren, they don't have any concept of time, so if 
you tell them, 'Mommy will be back in two hours', 
for them is forever," said Brown laughing. 
After completing their term at ECLC, a 
graduation ceremony is held for the children. After 
the graduation, a party is held for the children, and 
the parents, who are also graduating to pursue an 
education at a 4-year college. 
"We are very proud that the children have 
completed their program, but we're also very proud 
that the parents have completed their program to go 
on to a 4-year college, which is very exciting," said 
Brown .• 
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Ferrer, Schumer, Clinton visit LaGuardia 
Cont'd from tbe Front Page 
laGuardia had grown to 41 ,000. Assemblywoman 
Catherine Nolan (D. District 37 - Long Island City), 
followed saying that as a long time advocate of ' 
Ferrer she was endorsing him for his leadership 
in women's rights issues and his support of 
"neighborhoods and the people who live in them." 
Ms. Nolan also thanked the politicians in the 
audience, including Councilman Eric Gioia (D, 
District 26 -- Long Island City). 
Senior State Senator Charles Schumer 
spoke next, saying he was endorsing Fernando Ferrer 
because he represented a "quintessential example" 
of leadership and that he would bring the same 
"bold leadership to City Hall." Schumer also praised 
LaGuardia for the "great institution that it is," saying 
how the community college represented a ladder up 
for tens of thousands, 
Senator Hillary Clinton followed Mr. 
Schumer and in her endorsement of Ferrer, pointed 
out they shared the same ideals adding, "We believe 
that our city can work better for all of us ," adding 
that she and Freddy believed, "When you walk 
through a door, leave it open behind you." The 
former First Lady also received a rousing round of 
applause saying when she looked across the audience 
she saw America. On hearing that laGuardia's 
student population numbered 41 ,000, Senator 
Clinton added that laGuardia represented one of the 
best institutions that opened the door of opportunity 
for many in New York City. 
When asked why she chose laGuardia as 
the place to throw her support behind the politician 
at LAGCC, Mrs.Clinton responded with much 
enthusiasm, "What better place?!" 
Many were 
surprised 













share close ties 
with the city's 
mayor. According to the New York Times , Schumer 's 
wife, Iris Weinshall , is the mayor's transportation 
commissioner. Bloomberg has even invited Clinton 
and her husband. former President Bill Clinton, to his 
Upper East Side townhouse for dinner. 
By far the biggest ovation was saved for 
Ferrer, as the crowd chanted, "Freddy, Freddy, 
Freddy," and banners proclaiming, "Fernando Ferrer 
- For All of Us, For a Change" waved frantically from 
BLOOMBERG AND FERRER will face each other in the upcoming N~vember election 
along with Thomas V Ognibene, Martin Koppel, Audrey Silk, Jimmy McMillan, Seth A. 
Blum, Gronowicz, to of New York Board of Elections website. 
. the seats, the Former Bronx Borough President took 
the stage. Recounting how he was bom and raised in 
New York, Ferrer told the audience that his success 
was due to opportunities that found me adding that 
although he had received college scholarships, he 
still had to borrow money for books. Ferrer also said 
that too many however, are forced to let educational 
opportunities pass them by, adding, "Too many say, 
'I got mine. Go figure out a way to get yours.''' 
After noting that the two 
biggest increases in New 
York have been the rate in 
top salaries and the rate in 
poverty, Ferrer ended with, 
"Let's bring back hope and 
opportunity for New York." 
In response to 
a question in Spanish 
asking how he felt about 
the Senators endorsement, 
Ferrer said it was 
"impresionante y poderoso" 
(impressive and powerful) 
a~ding that the Latino 
vote could not be bought, 
"Nuestro voto, no se 
compra." 
Mayor Bloomberg 
has also cut into the heart 
clearly aims at the Latino voters. The ad features salsa 
singer Willie Colon asldng New Yorkers to reelect the 
mayor. Bloomberg has also hired a tutor to help him 
with his Spanish so that he can better communicate 
with the Hispanic voters. Hopefully for Mr.Ferrer, 
this new endorsement will help persuade more and 
more Hispanic voters, including the ones attending 
laGuardia, to vote for him in November. laGuardia's 
student body is made up of 34% Hispanics . • 
of Ferrer's supporters by SENATORS SCHUMER AND Clinton and Mayoral Candidate 
launching a television ad that Fernando Ferrer listen to a uestion from an audience member. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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LaGuardia introduces engineering program 
By Alex Sidorov Delcham. It was . 
Co-Editor created so that students 
Most students are not aware of the fact 
that LaGuardia is now offering an associate's 
degree program in engineering. It was created in 
conjunction with City College, so that LaGuardia 
students can graduate the school and go to City 
College (CCNY) as juniors with an engineering 
background. 
The program was being developed in its 
current form for about three years by the Math 
Department and was only approved last spring. 
it was finally announced during the Math and 
Engineering Job Fair in May 2005. 
Since the program' is in still in its 
inception stage, however, it doesn't have its own 
laboratory, where students can work on their 
engineering projects . As a result, students have to 
attend a lab that was not designed for engineering 
projects. 
The Math Department hired three teachers 
last year in order to facilitate its needs for its 
new program. The teachers currently teach math 
and physics. Dr. Frank Wang, who is one of the 
teachers hired for the new program, is so far the 
only professor who teaches SCP 231, OF physics 
for engineers. The course was introduced this 
semester along with MAE 101, which is a lab 
course for engineers and is taught by Dr. Hendrich 
. can grasp basic 
engineering concepts. 
"There are 
currently 20 students 
in SCP 231.. ." and "15 
students in MAE 101," 
Dr. Kamal Hajallie, 
Math Department's 
Chairperson, said. 
According to Dr. 
Hajallie, the program 
has 25 people emolled 
and is doing well so far. 
Students who 
are emolled in the 
program are eligible for 
the SCEMS (Computer 
Science, Engineering 
and Math Scholarship), 
as long as he or she 
maintains a 2.7 GPA, 
completed at least 12 
DR. KAMAL HAJALLIE announces the new program at 
the Math & En ineerin Fair in Ma 2005 
credits and has a status of a permanent resident or 
citizen. The award can be as much as $3,125 per 
year. The deadline for the scholarship is the first 
week of Fall I (which has already passed for 2005 
academic semester) and Spring I semester. 
For more information, students can 
visit the Math Department (E-218) or Financial 
Services (C-I07) and ask the secretary about the 
program. Students can do~ynload the form at www. 
lagcc.cuny.edU/sfs/NSF _Scholarship _ app.pdf or 
pick it up in room E218 or room C-l 07 . • 
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Teacher Spotlight: Professor Victoria Brown 
By Ryan Ke02h university of Warwick and there I majored in colonial interested in the paths that led them to the college and 
Arts Editor and post colonial literature. My interests lie in early their future plans. Do they intend to remain in the US, 
The Bridge: What do you teach at LaGuardia? and Post Independence Caribbean Literature and also did they come to NY strictly for school, what majors 
Victora Brown: I t~ach the basic writing courses , in the history and contemporary culture of Caribbean are they primarily enrolled in ... ? 
Composition, English 101, English 102 Writing B: What is your favorite book? It would have to be 
through Literature, and-sometimes I get to choose an VS . Naipaul's "A House for Mr. Biswas". 
elective. VB: How did you discover that book? Naipauls is 
B:Where are you from originally? actually a Trinidadian author. He would flip ifhe heard 
VB: I was born in Trirudad in the Caribbean. someone so describe him, but he wa<; born in Trinidad 
B: Where did you go to school? and we've always known his literature on the island. 
VB: Up to secondary school I was educated in In 2001 he won the Nobel Prize for literature and he 
Trinidad and then I came to America in 1989. I received wider acclaim, but he's always been one of 
actually attended LaGuardia Community College. I my favorite authors and I've always had a love hate 
took part in the exploring transfer program which is relationship with his writing. He takes a particular tone 
a wonderful program that LaGuardia has in treating when he writes about the Caribbean and there are a lot 
students to other liberal arts options outside of the of people who do not like him frankly, but as I said I 
CUNY system. This takes place at Vassar College in have a love hate relationship with his literature. 
Poughkeepsie, NY and it's a five week program. You B: What do you want to do when you grow up? 
go up to Vassar and take courses taught by CUNY and VB: (Laughs) I want to write books. I am a writer 
Vassar professors. I participated in it while I was in sO when r grow up I want to be the next Nobel Prize 
LaGuardia in 1996, then I transferred from LaGuardia winner for literature from Trinidad. 
to Vassar in 1998. B:And what do you hope to achieve in the 
B: What was your major? 
VB: At LaGuardia I was a Liberal Arts major then I 
transferred to Vassar and there I was an English Major. 
After Vassar I actually went to school in England at the 
8 
migrants in New York City. At LaGuardia we have a 
substantial number of students from the Anglophone 
Caribbean (of which I was once one) and I am 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College-CUNY 
meantime? 
VB: In the meantime I'm actually applying for a PhD. 
Cont'd on Page 9 
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Teacher spotlight: Professor Spatafora 
By Annais Morales 
Co-Editor 
Ht'LLO!!! That is the sound of Professor 
Pauline Spatafora's favorite phrase bellowing 
from her tiny little frame . She is a self-proclaimed 
eccentric who attracts her students with her erratic 
approach to teaching. She believes that learning 
should be fun . ''I've always been that way. What you 
see is what you get." 
Professor Spatafora has been teaching at 
LaGuardia for more than nineteen years . She earned 
her Bachelors degree at Queens College and her 
Masters degree at New York University. She once 
shared an amusing story with her students about an 
evil English professor she had in graduate school. "I 
was taking an English course on the writer Thoreau 
and I had written a really good paper. When I handed 
it in he [the professor] wrote on it, 'How dare you 
idolize this man?' and he took something sharp and 
slashed my paper. I couldn't do anything about it 
because he was ready to retire. He was really nuts." 
She went on to playfully say, "I wish him a horrible 
death ." 
Cont'd from Page 8 
program so next fall I'm going back to school , part time 
obviously because I'm a full-time lecturer here, to get 
my PhD. in English. At the moment I'm making my 
contribution to LaGuardia and the English department, 
while on my way to getting my PhD. So I can be Dr. 
Brown. 
B: How do you feel at the beginning of class when you 
first stand in front of your students? Are you nervous? 
VB: I wouldn 't say that I'm nervous. I'm concerned. 
I'm concerned about them and myself. That I'm going 
Anyone who has had Professor Spatafora 
knows that she absolutely adores her husband. Their 
story is reminiscent of a fairy tale or a movie. "We 
met in Greenwich Village in the 1950's. I wasn't 
allowed to have boyfriends or to have boys call me. 
One day I was at my friend Kathy's house and he 
called. I picked up the phone and he thought I was 
Kathy. I said 'no I'm not Kathy, I'm Pauline ' and he 
said, 'You're the one I wanted to talk to.' Afterwards 
Kathy made .him choose between me and her and he 
chose me. 
"I was very strict and proper and he was 
really tough. It was kind of like in the movie Grease. 
I liked that toughness because he was the forbidden 
fruit." Rarely has any marriage lasted so long and 
both parties remained so committed to one another. 
"What keeps us strong is that we have learned to 
enjoy the same things, there is trust and he lets me be 
myself. I could not be with someone who wants me 
to change." 
The blissful couple have three children 
together. Their son, who is a junior high school 
teacher, got married recently. "He married a beautiful 
Taiwanese woman. 
The wedding was 





together. It was 
Chinese ~anquet 
style and my family 
ate a lot of stuff that 
they've never eaten 
before. There was 
karaoke and it was 
wonderful seeing 
the two cultures 




recently won his 
battle with cancer 
to share something with them, that I'm going to make 
a difference and that they are going to want to hear 
what it is I'm saying. It's a huge, huge responsibility 
to know that you're the educator and are responsible 
for transmitting knowledge to them and I'm always so 
concerned whether or not every single student is getting 
what I'm saying. Sometimes I tend to over-teach and 
then I stop myself and say "OK. I'm over-teaching. 
You guys have got this right?" It's very important for 
me to have that from my students because I need to 
know that they're getting what it is that I'm saying. 
B: Have you enjoyed your time here'? 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College-CUNY 
of the larynx. The ordeal has had a big impact on 
their marriage. "We don't take things for granted 
anymore. He lost his business, whJch was his life . He 
was a barber and his hands becarJ:M numb because 
of the chemotherapy. We had money issues and I 
ended up having to work more . We basically had to 
reverse roles. I had no problem with it but he did. He 
was very uncomfortable with it. Being a professor is 
what saved my sanity from ~is illness." 
A few months ago Professor Spatafora 
had foot surgery. "I had lost the cartilage in my foot 
because I used to be a toe dancer." Her personality 
presented itself when she was told that she had to 
remain off of her feet for 4-6 weeks . "After 3 weeks 
I was driving." 
"I love all of Tennessee Williams' plays ," 
Professor Spatafora mentions one of her favorite 
authors , "I like the setting in the South, the theme of 
illusion and passion and all of the imagery. I want 
my students to feel what I feel." 
Her favorite form of literature is women's 
literature. Her favorite author is Nadine Gordimer, a 
South African writer. She also enjoys reading works 
by Anne Tyler, an American writer. "All of her 
characters are eccentric just like me." _ 
VB: Immensely. I love laGuardia students. I think 
they're the most inquisitive bunch. I remember being 
here as a student, being an immigrant and finally getting 
into coUege and having that energy and excitement and 
I see that reflected in my students. They're so full of 
ideas. They want to know everything and they're such 
a diverse group . It's just a pleasure to go into the class 
and have this multiplicity of perspectives. You have the 
. area students and the foreign students, the new students 
and the returning students . No two days are alike in 
the classroom and I really like the unpredictability of 
that. _ 
9 
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TWO SISTER STORMS, Katrina and Rita 
ravaged the Gulf Coast, causing flooding in states 
of Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. In Louisiana, 
about 1000 people have died from the two storms. 
The two storms caused mass evacuations from 
coastal areas, clogging up highways as well as 
temporarily halting oil production and refinement, 
causing some gas stations to run out of gas, while 
the oil prices rose to record-high $70 a barrel. 
The storms caused in disruptions in transportation 
service in New Orleans. New Orleans' schools 
and colleges remain closed, causing an influx of 
students in other states. 
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CREATIONSISTS AND SUPPORTERS of Theory 
of Evolution started a new debate with the Dover 
Area School District in Pennsylvania approving the 
questioning the Theory of Evolution. The district and 
its schools are saying that the theory is just a theory, 
not a fact. This has sparked a debate that has been 
going on ever since Darwin's "Origin of Species." 
Creationists believe in intelligent design - an idea that 
argues that life is too complex to be created by simple 
randomness and natural selection. Theory of evolution 
supporters argues that evolution is an ongoing process 
that takes a long time. 
10 
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NASA UNVEILED ITS plan to go to Moon by 2015 on Sept. 22. The project will involve an Apollo-like 
command capsule "but will be three times larger," NASA reports. The new ship will be reusable up to 10 
times. Unlike its predecessor, Apollo (its launch rocket was the Saturn V - far riiht on the size comparison 
chart), it will not have water landings and will have solar panels. NASA decide~ on Soyuz-like landings on 
dry land. Splashdowns will still be a back-up option. The delivery systems or laUnch rockets are composed 
of Space Shuttle-inspired components. There will be two rockets - one for cargo (far right), whic~ will 
contain the rocket that will get the crew to the Moon as well as the moon lander and the crew delivery 
rocket (second from the right), which will have the astronauts. The passenger and the cargo section will 
dock in orbit and then head to the Moon. NASA's plan calls for a lunar outpost to be able to house Moon 
explorers for up to six months. The plan will include a replacement for the Space Shuttle (second from the 
left), which has been in active operation for more than 20 years. The new Apollo-like ship is also able to 
deliver supplies and peopie to the International Space Station and will be ready in 5 years. 
PRESIDENT BUSH NOMINATED Harriet 
Miers to the Supreme Court on Oct 3, replacing 
an empty chair left by Chief Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor. The President emphasized that the 
nominee will not make the laws, just interpret 
them. Miers has been loyal to the President 
but not is inexperienced in judicial mattersand 
is the second selection in three months . The 
other nominee, John Roberts has been recently 
approved by the Senate to be a Chief Justice, 
after a hearing. 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College-CUNY 
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Fear of airplanes: reality or media hype? . By Alex Sidorov . 
. , Boeing 747-100 was almost as old as Co-Editor 
th · Concorde and hundreds were in On Sept. 21, a JetBlue AirWays . 
service and. had m re in id nts than tl1e Flight 292 had a malfunction with its front Concorde .gear - it was lOCked in a poSition that is . The answer might also lie in that perpendicular to its forward motion. 
. the media loves air accidents. Of course, This incident,like many other aviation 
they pre" rthille >fylhing and everyone incidents was covered in depth by the · is well, but it doesn't prevent them fron\ local, national and even intemational 
. blowing the incident out of proportion news media. The Aiibus A320 that was 
and causing some people to be afraid of involved was being filmed by several flying - in m~ cases to the extremes. helicopters. The film footage was 
The media creates the illusion almost instantaneously transferred to the tha~ flying is more dangerous by telling passenger of Flight 292, who watched 
us the to11sofan airplnn era h. Alot . their own fate 'unfold on their PTVs 
oftirnesnew . report d ath toUs in (Personal Televisions). of the 'DC-lO that fateful day as well a p~o utinghundreds -- lh l's whatmak the story After the plane landed, the media coverage the head of the division that made the Concordes, so incredible. Many peopl don't know that, with continued. The safety of the airliner was questioned Henri Perriel;'. . some exceptions, most big airliners are siUerthan for weeks as well as the technology behind the gear. After being grounded for four years, they regional airplanes that are so popular with the This kind of media attention happened with many were retired and donated to museums (Author's airlines th se days. Many people don't know that other aviation incidents with various aircraft types. note: Concordes were retired because the airplan, there aremorepeoplekilledi.rJ: car ac~idents than . One of the most interesting investigations being a supe~sonic passenger airplane that used in car crashes. Or is itthaCthey don't pay attention is the July 2000 Air France Copcorde accident, afterburners, was fuel-inefficient. This was the to this fad? On an airplane, people don'tfeel in w~ich killed 113 people. After this Concorde's primary reason for their retirement). . control- they sit while their fate is in theh1Ulds qf a crash, all Concordes, which were operated by This begs the question, why are most few. Air France and British Airways on premium aviation incidents are blown out of proportion by routes from New York to Paris and London, were the media while other incidents are left alone? grounded. The Concorde, which is 30 years old, has Why were.the Concordes grounded after .the 2000 . 
never had an incident prior to 2000. acid nt and Boeing 747 were virtually unt u' hed 
. The investigation is still active today, with MterTWA;F1ight 800a. identoffthe t of Long the French government suing 'Co~tinental Airlines Islapd? 
for its poor maintenance of the airline's McDonnell 
Douglas DC-lO, which took off prior to the 
Concorde, leaving a piece of metal on the runway, 
which caused the tires of the Concorde to catch fire 
and eventually lead to the downing of that airplane. 
The French authorities have not only tried 
Continental in court, they also recently demanded 
the release of one of the pilots who was at the helm 
The answer may lie somewhere in that 
people don't like prototypes, such as the Concorde. 
One little mishap can ground the whole fleet. Of 
course, it is better to ground the whole fleet and. 
since the airplane is a prototype and there are 
fewer of them, it is easier to ground the aircraft and 
improve the model. However, Flight 800's model, 
Great times studying in Salz'bur By Ginger Albertson 
. . .. Photo Editor 
Studying and great tim€;s don' t seem 
like words that belong in the same sentence but 
the study abroad program in Salzburg, Austria 
was just that: a wonderfully exciting learning 
experience. On April 22, 2005 students and 
advisers from the City University of New York 
traveled to Europe to participate ~n "Global 
Citizenship: America and the World" at the 
Salzburg Seminar. For the following week, we 
worked hard, studied hard and played hard, 
getting little sleep; but we built such solid 
friendships with each other and learned so much 
about our changing world that everything we 
did seemed to feed into our evolution as' world 
citizens. 
This incredible experience took place 
at the Schloss Leopoldskron. The palace 
was built by Prince Leopold von Firmian in 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community Colle~e·CUNY 
. Another factor the news J;Iledia forgot to 
outline after the JetBlue incident ' that the gear 
malfunction is quite common. It4as nothing t6 
do with the safety of the ~lan 'and happens 
at raitc;iottl, Tbi is why the pilots are traineq for 
such an occasion. The airplane is brought down 
gently, with the nose as high as possible, as long as 
. possible. The. pilots also have to make · ur thatthe 
plane hinds in a straight line. 
The pilot profession is a dangerous one,but 
that's why they are paid to do it. With any luck, 
a pilot will not see an engine shut off or have an 
emergency landing but that's what pilots are trained 
for .• 
1736 as a family estate. OVer the centuries it 
passed through various hands, from a sponsor 
of Mozart's to the Nazis,and was eventually 
returned to the estate of one of its owners, Max 
Reinhardt. Later, the estate was offered for use 
to three Harvard students that wanted to create 
a hub for intellectual exchange. The. Salzburg 
Seminar was born in July 1947 and continues to 
thrive and foster change to this day . . 
From the inoment of arrival we 
were inundated with the natural b uty of 
the landscape surroun:ding us and the warm 
educational leadership of our hosts. Th schedule 
was packed with pr entati n fr m pr t i j' us 
pr ti or -:- m nand w men who not only r' 
. taught t uni .. r itic but were also working 
with variou rganiz ti 11· all.d groups to 
fa ilitat acceptan .and uilderslanding b tween 
diffi r nt·· ieti and cultures. Foil \ in · their 
infonnative presentations, 
nt d on P8fJe 12 
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Studying abroad: getting into International Internship Programs 
By Gin2er Albertson 
Photo Editor 
France, Germany, New Zealand, Japan, 
Korea, Senegal, Vietnam ... What do all these places 
have in common? No, they are not the places you 
dream about visiting while on holidays. Even though 
they may seem fun and exotic places to visit, these 
are also places you can go to either study or do an 
internship. Places that can enrich your educational 
experience, and enrich you as a person. Oh yes, 
and they are exciting! Just ask Ms. Alison Douglas-
Chicoye, the Study Abroad Director, or the person 
in charge of helping students take advantage of the 
Study Abroad Program at LaGuardia. 
The first thing a student should be aware 
of is that before they leave for their host country, 
they are required to have completed 24 credits with 
an overall GPA of3.00 and all of their basic skills 
requirements completed, according to the Study 
Abroad Program's website (lagcc.cuny/studyabroad). 
If that is accomplished, then these are the 
steps they would follow to participate in LaGuardia's 
Study Abroad Program: 
1. Pick a country; 
2. Fill out the application; 
3. Write an essay that explains why they want to 
study abroad, how it will benefit their education and 
future career, and what they will contribute to their 
host country; 
4. And finally, go through an interview to determine 
eligibility and finish the selection process. 
If you are interested in the International 
Internship Program, you must first talk to your 
Cooperntive Education faculty advisor who will then 
refer you to Ms. Douglas-Chicoye. 
The same process applies, except that 
you are required to successfully complete the 
Cooperntive Education Course Gateway to the 
Workplace as a prerequisite to application and enroll 
in the Co-op Internship course and Co-op Seminar 
while abroad. 
There is also what Dr. F akhari calls a 
"self-developed" program in conjunction with the 
International Pacific College (IPC) in New Zealand. 
This operntes as a sort of student exchange program 
where a student from LaGuardia studies at IPC, 
with tuition completely paid for, and a student 
from IPC comes to LaGuardia to study and their 
tuition is paid in return. The only financing to think 
about then is room and board, the plane ticket, 
and any miscellaneous expenses incurred by the 
student. Carlos Sevillano, a tmnsfer student from 
LaGuardia, stated in IPC's brochure, " ... I like IPC's 
international environment where both students and 
lecturers from different cultural backgrounds internct 
very closely. It is stimulating to leam, see and discuss 
things from different perspectives with them." 
What about the cost? Can you afford it? 
Fortunately, FAFSA (Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid) does apply to most study programs 
abroad. CUNY also has a program that is call 
STOCS, StudylTravel Opportunities for CUNY 
Students, a scholarship program that would apply 
toward trovel expenses which any student can apply 
for. Also, LaGuardia can meet up to 50% of the total 
cost of going. You would have to come up with some 
money for your trip, $1,000 to $1500 for a semester 
and less for a shorter stay, but so far this hasn't been 
a problem. Where there's a will there's a way. 
It is important to remember that now, more 
than ever in human history, we have a responsibility 
to learn about and try to understand other cultures 
in our world. We have become a global community 
and the whole purpose of the Study Abroad program, 
as far as former Study Abroad Director Dr. Reza 
Fakhari is concerned, is to promote "learning the 
responsibilities of global citizenship" and being able 
to "see the world as other see it." 
The best way, and the most fun way, to 
learn about a new culture is to be immersed in it and 
that is what the Study Abroad Program offers. Oh 
yeah, and it would be exhilarating to live and study 
in a different country,.having new experiences, and 
making new friends. _ 
Great t" t d" b d" Sib CUNY students and Salzburg students, and at I mes s u yl ng a roa I n a z u rg times the discussion was a little tense. It made 
one realize that when difficult topics are exposed 
Cont'd from Page 11 difficulty of the creative proce~s. It was. a ~ard to discussion with peoples from different 
won lesson, but .w?rth ever~ mmute oflt smce cultures and countries, there is going to be some 
we werc given the opportunity to discuss and 
question the ideas put forth in the presentations 
as well as our own, and each other's, 
preconceived perceptions and ideals. This 
process lead to the stretching of who we were 
and to our understanding of the changing world 
in which we live. 
We grasped more clearly the idea that 
the world is swiftly evolving and the only way 
to evolve with it was to constantly challenge the 
things we knew, or thought we knew, through 
critical evaluation of information and exploration 
of other world cultures. 
We were also afforded the opportunity 
to get work with our fellow CUNY students 
when we were placed in groups and asked to 
investigate the immigration policies and trends 
from various countries and put together a 
presentation to be shared on the last day of the 
seminar. Each student was put into a group with 
students they didn't know. Clearly, working 
together creatively presented an enormous 
challenge as all participants were very smart 
and aggressive students. However, the successes 
of each presentation more than made up for the 
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we learned that If m that microcosm we could discomfort and in the end, as in our case, some 
accomplish the task of weaving together our closure and a discovery of common perspectives. 
needs and desires with those of another, there Then there was, of course, the very 
was no reason it couldn't work on a larger scale, rewarding celebration of our differences and 
say internationally. similarities, which took place in the Schloss 
Then there was the trip to Dachau, and, later that night, in the town of Salzburg. We 
a former concentration camp. It would be made many new friends during this portion of the 
impossible to discuss our experiences at the 
seminar without touching on the discussions 
of the Holocaust and the subsequent visit to 
Dachau. 
Because of the painfulness of the topic, 
it is tempting to gloss over the experience but 
that would be a fallacy since it generated much 
reflection and not a little grieving over the 
potential baseness of man and how to combat 
it. The day was dedicated to understan.ding the 
calamity and discussirig the responsibility of 
the world in changing the thought processes 
that have caused, and continue to cause, such 
unspeakable events to take place. 
The following day we were afforded the 
wonderful opportunity to meet our counterparts 
from the Salzburg College. This started with a 
panel discussion. The panel was populated by 
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College-CUNY 
semmar. 
It is very hard to try putting the entire 
experience into what seems like a few words. 
Every aspect of the Salzburg experience 
challenged our viewpoints and preconceived 
ideals. The week was so full and rich that the 
students who attended pulled together into a 
close knit group and cannot resist emailing each 
other the wonder of our time in Austria. As trite 
as it sounds, this was a life-altering experience 
and one that is ready to be had by all who have 
a desire to gain a greater understanding of those 
around the globe who are increasingly becoming 
our very close neighbors. _ 
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Co-Editor 
With the price war between airlines 
raging for more than five years now, it is we , 
the consumers, who are feeling the impact, both 
negative and positive. We have all heard stories 
about the Davids like Spirit Airlines 
(spiritair.com) taking on Goliaths like American 
Airlines (aa.com). However, are these so-called 
'Iow-fare airlines cheaper in reality? The answer 
is yes and no. 
With the legacy carriers, also called 
the Big Six (American Airlines, Delta Air 
Lines, United Airlines, Continental Airlines , US 
Airways and Northwest Airlines), cutting costs 
and lowering fares to match those of low-fare 
airlines , it is we who can now choose between 
airlines . 
The bad thing about low-fare airlines 
is that some of them rarely fly anywhere but 
popular destinations , like JetBlue, which flies 
lucrative markets , such as coast-to-coast , Florida , 
and Caribbean flights . All of which are popular 
vacation spots . Airlines such as Southwest, which 
don't have hubs, are known for their nonstop 
flights, unlike the legacy airlines, with their hub-
and-spoke system. Most of the time you have 
to connect once, twice or even three times to 
get somewhere . Low-fare airlines, however, do 
not generally fly international routes . JetBlue 
is one of the few low-cost airlines that fly 
internationally. Its international desintations 
include Puerto Rico and Dominican Republic. 
let Blue also has plans to launch Cancun, Mexico 
service , according to Christopher McCloskey, 
who is the Inflight Policies and Procedures 
Specialist for JetBlue Airways and, according to 
its CEO, David Neeleman, and has not ruled out . 
Canada either but still doesn ' t plan to expand 
beyond North America. If a traveler plans to go 
overseas, he or she will most probably end up on 
a big airline, but not necessarily a United States 
airline. 
With all this said, how does one find the 
lowest fare') Well, the answer lies somewhere in 
planning ahead. For example, if a person books 
within two weeks of his or her departure with 
any airline , he or she will find that ticket prices 
will rocket up. So a smart move would be to plan 
ahead, avoid getting the ticket just before the 
departure. Another tip travelers can find useful is 
to avoid booking through the travel websites . It 
is true that a prospective traveler can sometimes 
find a lower price on a travel site, such as 
Travelocity (travelocity.com) or Orbitz (orbitz. 
com). However, before hitting the "buy" button , 
check with the airline 's website first for the same 
flight. Make sure that the date and the flights 
are the same as they are on the travel agent's 
website. 
The reason behind this is travel agencies 
hit you up with a service fee, which is usually 
THE NEW AIRLINER Embraer EMB-190 for letBlue Airways, New York's most popular low fare airline will be start service later this year. Delta Airlines' Song (below) 
subsidiary provides similar service as letBlue and is doing well, even with competition. 
not that high. Travelocity, for example charges 
$5. On an airline's website, that fee is not 
present, the same fare might be cheaper and you 
have the opportunity to register to be a member 
of the frequent flyers club . 
On Song's website (flysong.com), 
Delta's low-fare subsidiary, you get a. bonus 
1,000 miles every time. you book there, which 
is similar to other airlines too, like Continental 
(continental.com) and Northwest (nwa.com) . 
If you travel often , the miles can mean a free 
upgrade to an upper class or even a free trip . For 
example , with American Airlines, you can get 
a free trip when you accumulate 15 ,000 miles. 
On letBlue Getblue.com) and on Independence 
Air's (flyi.com) sites , you get double points for 
booking on their websites instead of over the 
phone , at the airport or with a travel agent. 
If you plan on staying over a week or 
more., you should book y?ur ticket on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays or Thursdays because that is also 
when the fare is lowest. You can find some low 
fares on the weekends, but not as much on those 
three days . If you plan on going to a city that 
is small and not by low fare airlines, you might 
want to watch out for the oil prices. If there is 
an oil hike predicted, you would be better off by 
booking the fare fast, otherwise the fare might go 
up tomorrow. You might also look at Southwest 
(southwest.com). Southwest usually operates 
from small cities and has a good low-fare 
business structure. Now that it has a code-sharing 
agreement with the ATA, they serve LaGuardia 
Airport through ATA (ata.com). The closest 
airport to New York that they serve themselves is 
Islip Airport. 
There is also anoth.er factor that you 
might consider. Driving to another city to find 
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a cheaper fare. 
Nowadays, some 
people from New 
York City go to 
Philadelphia to 
find very low 
fares because the 
drive and parking 
or the bus is 
cheaper than 





the bus. Although it is not recommended it on 
long distance trips, but if you are strapped for 
cash (and considering we are college students , 
we should be), go ahead . Unlike airline~ , they 
would not charge you extra for not booking 
online or not booking through their system. You 
might also check out Amtrak (usarail.com). It is 
not always the cheapest way to get somewhere, 
but it is the most scenic way. And, if you are 
afra.id of flying and hate the bus, you can either 
take Amtrak or drive . 
If you are going to Florida and want to 
take your car with you, Amtrak's Autotrain can 
take you and your car there. The downside is that 
it only serves two cities - Sanford (near Orlando) 
and Washington, DC (Union Station) and is not 
cheap. 
If you want to go to a location that is 
not far away, such as Buffalo or Boston,low-fare 
airlines do fly there . On JetBlue, it costs $49 
each way and up to go anywhere the airline 
Cont'd on Page 14 
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Military recruitment on 
college campuses 
By Annais Morales because she tried to stop a security officer from 
Co-Editor arresting Thier who was simply taking pictures. 
Military recruiters are an all too familiar CCNY administration wanted to suspend 
sight on CUNY campuses, including here at Ms.Lang for two months. Her supporters argue 
LaGuardia. They stand in the busiest spots, that she should receive back pay for the days that 
hoping to entice young men and women with the she was wrongfully forced to miss work. 
promise of paid tuition, skills training and the CCNY is not the only CUNY school 
opportunity to serve our country. However, many to wage a war against military recruiters on 
people believe that their presence should not be its campus. On March 17, Bronx Community 
welcome and they are taking a stance against College students drove recruiters out of the 
the soldiers who they feel are impeding on their cafeteria after distributing leaflets encouraging 
education. protests against the recruiters . The International 
According to the Campus Anti-War Socialist Review reports that students started to 
Network's website, on March 9, 2005 the City give speeches about people close to them who 
College of New York (CCNY) held a career fair were the victims of military recruiters. and are 
where the National Guard set up a recruitment now fighting in Iraq. 
table . Several students decided to stand in front College Not Combat (CNC) is an all-
of the table and chant anti-war slogans in order to volunteer group originating from San Francisco, 
protest the military's presence. Allegedly, security California. It is working locally to he'lp 
officers immediately surrounded the protesters, CUNY students involved in the Campus Anti-
shoved them into an empty hallway outside of War Network, as well as professors in Educators 
the fair and assaulted two student protesters and to Stop War, go up against military recruiters. 
arrested a third who was taking protesters. According to the International Socialist Review 
CCNY student Justino Rodriguez website, the idea is to create a petition campaign 
suffered a jaw contusion while Nicholas Bergreen to bring together activists all across CUNY. 
suffered a mild concussion. On top of being The Solomon Amendment of 1996 states 
assaulted, Rodriguez was charged with resisting that the Secretary of Defense has the power to 
arrest and disorderly conduct while Bergreen and deny federal funding to institutions of higher 
fellow CCNY student and protester Hadas Thier learning if they do not allow ROTC or military 
were charged with assault. According to the City recruitment on their campuses. Some say this is 
Defense Campaign website, after a month-long a cruel way to prompt certain colleges to allow 
suspension the students were reinstated and on military recruiters because they rely on federal 
May 19 the District Attorney moved to dismiss funding in order to run their schools. Earlier this 
the charges. year, a legal action group called the Forum for 
Two days after the melee, Carol Lang, Academic and Institutional Rights (FAIR) which 
the Administrative Assistant of the CCNY theater consists of several law schools from across the 
program, was arrested and charged with assault country sued the U.S. Department of Defense 
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over the Solomon Amendment. They state that 
the amendment forces them to comply with 
the military's "don't ask, don ' t tell" policy or 
risk losing valuable funding. Under this policy 
gays and lesbians are allowed to serve in the 
military as long as they abstain from homosexual 
activity and do not disclose their sexual 
orientation. FAIR claimed that they do not allow 
discriminatory groups on thei r campuses; the 
military discriminates against homosexuals 
therefore, they should not be allowed on their 
campuses. According to the Chronicle of Higher 
Education website, the U.S . Court of Appeals for 
the Third Circuit, in Philadelphia, found that law 
schoo'Is have a First Amendment right to exclude 
recrui ters . 
No one knows how long this battle will 
last but when everything is all said and done, 
students will demand to know whether or not it 
is in our country 's best interest to send in young 
men and women for what some say is a "war for 
oil." • 
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Finding the best 
fare for holidays 
Cont'd from Page 13 
flies within the state of New York. JetBlue's new 
service to Boston starts out at $25 each way, as 
a promotional fare and will be $40 or more after 
the sale is over. New York (La Guardia Airport) 
- Washington, DC (Dulles International Airport) 
service is already available with Independence 
Air with flights starting at $49 each way. With 
Delta Shuttle and US Airways Shuttle, you would 
have to put out a hefty $200 round trip instead of 
Independence Air 's Washington, DC service. 
Another. good thing about low-fare 
airlines is if you have to reschedule your trip, 
you won't be penalized as much as with legacy 
air carriers. JetBlue, for instance, charges $25 if 
you choose to postpone your trip. Some legacy 
and other low-cost airlines do that too. However, 
legacy 's general practice is that you can book a 
flight with an option of a refund, but that costs 
more. Some airlines would refund you the money 
in their credit, which is also good , but this is not 
something some low-far:! airlines generally do. 
In terms of serV'tce, JetBlue was also 
marked the first in custcmer satisfaction in 
2004 and AirTran (airtran.com) was rated the 
best in baggage handling . The list, which was 
issued in the beginning of 2005, shows that low-
cost airlines come out on top partly because of 
their dedication to succeed. This is shown by 
Southwest's profits - they tripled, while other 
airlines struggled. 
Legacy carriers , are also trying to woo 
back customers by targeting business customers 
too , expanding business and first-class seating 
on some planes. Legacy airlines usually have 
entangling alliances between each other and 
code-share with each other, meaning two or more 
airlines will sell the same ticket but only one 
airline will operate it. A good thing about these 
alliances is that you can spend your miles earned 
on another airline. 
Some travel sites , such as the 
Travelocity and Orbitz, offer last minute deals. 
So, if you are not sure where you want to go. 
you can look those up. It is similar with airlines 
as well. Airlines have weekly or monthly 
newsletters that tell you when a sale is being 
offered via e-mail. 
So before you go on your trip: 
1. Think of the days you are traveling. Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays are cheaper. 
Holidays and weekends are usually the most 
expensive 
2. Being a loyal customer. Does it matter to you 
how you travel and which company? 
3. Watch out for oil prices. 
4. Low-fare doesn't always mean low fares . 
Safe traveling;! • 
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THIS WAS A common display on computers all over CUNY campuses, due to a 
Denial of Service Attac a virus that was caused from within networks 
Cont'd from the Front Page 
load something and the virus can shut down the 
protection." 
That leads to another possible cause for 
such attacks; students sometimes are not careful 
when browsing the Internet. Mr. Dec says , "We 
cannot prevent people from downloading things. 
You have to be very cautious. You almost have to 
trust no one . You often don't know what you ' re 
downloading ." 
Microsoft's website offers tips on how 
people can protect their computers from viruses. 
It advises people to use an internet firewall, 
install anti-virus software, never open an email 
attachment from someone 
you don ' t know, and avoid 
opening an email attachment 
from someone you know 
unless you know what the 
attachment is . The sender 
may not be aware that the 
attachment contains a virus. 
Contrary to the rumors, 
Macintosh computers are 
not invincible either; they 
are just less popular and 
therefore, most viruses are 
not created to go after Macs. 
But what exactly 
are the consequences of a 
DoSA? CERT Coordination 
Center's website claims that it can essentially 
disable your computer or your network. Large 
organizations can lose a large amount of money. 
If large organizations are susceptible to financial 
loss from these attacks, then what is· stopping 
LaGuardia from becoming another victim? Mr. 
Dec assures that LaGuardia has taken steps to 
ensure that these sorts of viruses and attacks do 
not occur again. 
Although in the cases of Hunter and 
Queens colleges a DoSA was not the cause of 
their problems, it does raise concerns about such 
chaos and damage happening at LaGuardia. 
According to Newsday, City University of New 
York officials detected the unprotected payroll 
link for Hunter College campus schools after a 
law student tipped them about search engine links 
to CUNY files. 
The scare forced students and staff 
members to dole out cash in order to close bank 
accounts and to repair other damage caused by 
the security breach. CUNY chancellor Matthew 
Goldstein sent a memo to the Board of Trustees 
stating that it was a most regrettable data breach . 
Newsday also reports that it is not clear 
how much damage has been done, but CUNY's 
written explanation reports that the Hunter 
files were accessed 217 times from July 1 to 
September 22, including 180 through Google . 
Goldstein wrote , "The University has undertaken 
a review of existing procedures so that effective 
safeguards are fully implemented without fail." _ 
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The Editors would like to thank: 
Fader-Smith, Randy, Public. Relations 
Associate 
Goldstein, Brian, Director of Student Life and 
Development 
Marino, Andrew 
McCloskey, Christopher, Specialist, InFlight 
Policies and Procedures 
Lola, Bridge s muse 
Did you like what you saw in 
this edition? 
Did you hate this editon? 
We value your comments and 
opinions. This is a student 
newspaper, by students and 
for students. 
Don't be afraid to comment!! 
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Help available for CUNY Proficiency Exam 
By Edward Gordon 
General Assignment Writer 
There was a noticeable chill in the air 
around the campus at Baruch College last March. 
And it wasn't due to a Nor'easter or other weather 
phenomena. For in March, sophomores were bl1'lY 
taking the CUNY Proficiency Exam (CPE) and the 
consequences of taking this exhausting three-hour test 
would determine their future academic pursuits. 
In New York's ever increa..<;ing competitive 
academic atmosphere, the CPE is the City University 
of New York's (CUNY) effort to up their academic 
ante and remain a player among other higher 
learning institutions. Established in 1997 by the 
City University of New York's Board of Trustees, 
the CPE is designed to mea:mre a student's analytical 
and writing abilities midway through their academic 
careers. Stakes are high, as CUNY students striving 
for a two or tour-year degrees are required to pass 
the CPE before completing their Associate's Degree 
or continuing as upperclassmen. But there may be a 
beacon of hope on the horizon for stressed out CUNY 
students in the future, since the introduction of an 
interactive CD-ROM tutorial called "The Guide to the 
CUNY Proficiency Exam," last March. 
Created to supplement instructor-led 
workshops, the CD tutorial is a group effort between 
various Baruch departments to, "reach all Baruch 
students using a medium that they are comfortable 
with," according to Carol Morgan, Director for the 
Student Academic Consulting Center (SACC) at 
Baruch and co-creator of the study aide. Ms. Morgan 
goes on to highlight the tutorials as a student-centered 
learning approach such as the reality-based "Nidhri's 
Story" where the students "see the places, questions, 
and resources they could access," by following a 
Baruch student as she prepares to take the exam. 
Initially conceived as a video, within a 
year the concept quickly evolved into an interactive 
CD-ROM and has received a "positive" reaction 
from students and faculty alike at Baruch, according 
to Mikhail Gershovich, Deputy Director of the 
Bernard L. Schwartz Communication Institute and 
fellow collaborator. Encouraged by the CD's initial 
success, Mr. Gershovich says he looks forward to 
the tutorial being a CUNY-wide resource, pointing 
out the interest shown by Hunter College and the 
Bronx Commlmity College in creating their own CPE 
versions. As it stands, each CUNY campus offers 
their own preparation resources tailored to the unique 
capabilities of their student population. 
Available free of charge to Baruch students 
registering for the CPE, 'The Guide to the CUNY 
Proficiency Exam" is offered as a CD and online 
http://www.bamch.cuny.edu.ltutorials/cpe! and 
features an intuitive desif:,'l1 with clearly laid-out 
instructions, that guide the user step-by-step through 
the requiremenl~ for the exam. A narrative voice 
follows the text, helping users comprehend the. 
material presented. Users can also set their own 
pace, a good thing considering the abundance of 
information and resources provided. A stand out 
feature is the reality-
based Nidhri's Story Fa 2005 CPE Sc 
mentioned earlier, 
where users follow-
along as Nidrhi, a 
Baruch sophomore, 
goes through the 
process of taking the 
CPE exam. Overall 
the CD-ROM does 
an impressive job 
of presenting an 
overwhelming amount 
of information, in an 
easy-to-use, and some 
may even say 'fun' way. 
The CD tutorial goes 
a long way in giving 
students an effective 









Jenelle Boucher, lead instructional designer 
at Kognito Solutions, LLC, a co-collabOFator of 
"The Guide to the CUNY Proficiency' Exam," says 
the tutorial was designed in response to research 
indicating that many students weren't able to pass 
the exam because they didn't, "understand what was 
expected of them," adding, "We designed the tutorial 
to help students understand what they need to do to 
prepare for and pass the CPE," Kognito Solutions, a 
companyt:~"yBaruch alumna that specializes in 
creating interactive learning products. 
Offering a somewhat different point of 
view is Dr. Susan Young, CPE Liaison and English 
professor at LaGuardia Commmllty College, who 
while acknowledging Baruch's effort in creating 
a study tool, also points to "historical evidence" 
showing the "inefficacy" of CD-ROMs as a tutorial 
resource. "They [students] simply don't use them 
enough," says Dr. Ymmg, who strongly advocates a 
workshop approach led by trained facilitators as the 
ideal learning model. Indeed, the CPE passing rate 
for LaGuardia Community College has gone from 
second-to-last to first place among CUNY community 
colleges. An achievement "accomplished without a 
CD-ROM," Dr. Young points out. It's worth noting 
that CPE interactive CD-ROM was in no way created 
to replace instructor-led tutorial assistance, but was 
designed to compliment traditionalleaming resources. 
So what's a stressed-out student to do? Go 
the technological route or stick with a tried and true 
learning method? Initial student feedback has been 
very positive with students giving the CD-ROM rave 
reviews, according to Kognito Solutions who also 
says, "100% of users who took the tutorial said they 
would recOlmnend it to others who were preparing 
for the CPE." Kelly Ming, a sophomore at LaGuardia 
Community College preparing to register for the 
CPE, says that she'd be interested in seeing it while 
admitting that she's just been so busy preparing for 
her finals that she may not be able to get around 
to it.. 
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Date Time 
Monday, Oct. 24th 9:30a.m. 
Monday, Oct. 24th 2:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, Oct. 25th 12 Noon 
Tuesday, Oct. 25 5:30p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 26th 12 Noon 
Wednesda ,Oct. 26th 5:30 .m. 
SAC meets to 
distribute club funds 
By Alex Sidorov 
Co-Editor 
On Wednesday Oct. 12, Student Advisory 
Council, or SAC, held a ~1eeting to discuss the 
allocation of funds to LaGuardia's clubs. It was 
able to come up with $53,000 to distribute among 
28 different clubs. Most of the clubs will be getting 
$1500. SAC meets the first Wednesday of every 
month to discuss events that will be happening 
around the College. 
LaGuardia has many clubs and 
organizations that allow students to participate. 
Greg Faulkner says that 75% of employers would 
rather have a 3.00 GPA student with a history of 
volunteering rather than a 4.00 GPA student with 
no such background. The reason tor this is simple: 
companies are looking for leaders, not followers. 
Clubs and organizations at LaGuardia help to raise 
money for public good, like the Circle K Club and 
Phi Theta Kappa's effort to build a library at St. 
John's Hospital. 
Clubs also help organize events, such 
as the upcoming BachatalMerengue Club's first 
anniversary party, which will mostly be composed 
of dancing Oct. 26. The Rock Musicians Society, 
SAGA (Straight And Gay Alliance), and Filmmatic 
are planning a Halloween party Oct. 31 from 3pm 
to 10pm. Both events will be taking place at the 
Poolside Cafe. LaGuardia and CUNY students are 
welcome to come. 
How does one organize a club? The first 
thing the potential club member should know 
that they must come up with 25 people wanting 
to participate in the club and an adviser, who 
is a professor at LaGuardia. There must be an 
election held to choose the 6 officers as well as a 
constitution. The guidelines and more information 
may be found at the Office of Student Life and 
Development in M-115 .• 
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